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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the design and evaluation of a novel project

designed to facilitate the learning of memory management con-

cepts and interactions between dierent components. This project

removes the complexity of a full or specic operating system by im-

plementing memory management inside the user space. Evaluation

results show that the mean exam scores improved by about 29% to

34%. On average, the total code size is less than 300 lines and time

spent working on this project is under 17 hours. Therefore, this

project is benecial in helping students learn memory management

while maintaining a reasonable project workload.
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1 INTRODUCTION
“Operating Systems” is a core course of undergraduate computer sci-

ence curriculum [1], and memory management is a key component

of the OS which determines the eciency of the entire system, to

some extent. Modern operating systems utilize the virtual memory

mechanism. Therefore, multiple related concepts (i.e., virtual mem-

ory, address space, page tables, address translation, page replace-

ment, page faults, and physical memory management) are required

to be covered during lectures as it is important to fully understand

the relationship between these concepts. This relationship can be

described as follows. In order to support virtual memory, the paging

mechanism is typically introduced to overcome the coarse granular-

ity of segments. Physical memory is divided into multiple frames,
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and the process address space is then divided into virtual pages.

The OS is responsible for physical memory management, as well as

virtual memory management. Basically, it utilizes per-process page

tables to track the relationship between physical frames and virtual

pages. An executing program generates a virtual address prior to

every memory access, where the page number and page oset can

be extracted from this address. The page number of a virtual address

is utilized for translation into a physical frame number using the

page table, if the page actually exists in main memory. Otherwise, a

page fault occurs, and a possible page replacement may be required

to nd a physical frame. Afterward, a new mapping is created so

that the program can access the corresponding page. Each of these

concepts themselves are dicult to follow and understand. Further,

these concepts should be connected together in order to have a

holistic understanding of memory management. So, course projects

should be helpful for students to strengthen their understanding of

the dierent concepts and the interactions among them.

2 MEMORY MANAGEMENT PROJECTS
Although there are many existing projects targeting memory man-

agement inside the OS [6–10], none can fully serve this purpose.

Existing work typically shares two common shortcomings.

First, projects tend to focus on only one aspect of memory man-

agement, such as the SLOB memory allocator [7], buddy man-

ager [8], page replacement [10], and page thrashing [6]. Laadan

et al. designed several projects to understand internal OS memory

usage, such as the working sets and modied sets of a process,

and the page uses of each memory region [9], which is still not

sucient to cover all of the concepts described above. Although

these projects are helpful for students to understand one particular

concept, they cannot present a holistic view of memory manage-

ment. Many concepts cannot be practiced through these projects,

not to mention the interaction between them.

Second, most of these existing projects are too dicult to im-

plement and debug, since students are typically asked to alter an

existing OS [2, 7, 9, 10, 13]. For the implementation, students have

to understand data structures and the basic architecture of an ex-

isting OS, then determine where to insert their implementation, if
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not given hints. Also, changing an existing OS also increases the

complexity of compiling and debugging. Students must recompile

the entire OS, then verify whether their specic code has been exe-

cuted. They also must learn how to debug their code inside the OS

itself, which is another well-known challenge, even for experts [5].

Therefore, existing projects signicantly increase the complexity of

implementation and debugging. Rather than practicing these key

memory management concepts, students may end up spending a

large amount of time and eort just understanding a particular OS,

and learning how to perform debugging within it.

While oering an improvement over a real OS, the issue of com-

plexity holds true for an OS framework such as Pintos [12]. The

overhead associated with familiarizing oneself with the overall

structure and organization could still impose an unnecessary bur-

den for students focused on learning virtual memory concepts.

PennOS helps avoids this issue, as it is written from scratch in the

user space [3]. However, it lacks a memory management compo-

nent, instead focusing on process management and scheduling, le

system and I/O, and shell integration.

3 DESIGN OF A USER SPACE-BASED
MEMORY MANAGEMENT PROJECT

This paper presents the novel design of a user space-based project

that exercises memory management fully within the user space.

This project’s design addresses three critical issues for eectively

learning memory management: (1) the project should cover most

core concepts, as described above, rather than one particular topic;

(2) the project’s workload should be reasonably low; (3) students

should be able to gain a comprehensive understanding of the in-

teraction between the dierent concepts. A design built in user

space provides several benets: rst, it can signicantly reduce

the complexity of the project. Since it does not rely on an existing

OS, students save signicant eort spent understanding its imple-

mentation. Second, students do not need to recompile the OS upon

making changes. Third, the project is signicantly easier to debug

when problems arise. Students can instead focus on the project

itself, rather than interacting with a complicated OS.

Based on these requirements, we adapted the idea of simu-
lation [11]. Null et al. designed an interactive tool based on a

randomly generated series of memory references. However, their

tool is designed to show graphical representations of the memory

system and provide step-by-step descriptions of memory manage-

ment activities inside the OS based on the given memory references.

Although this project is also based on a simulated sequence of mem-

ory references, students are required to implement the project by

themselves starting from scratch. The similarity is limited only to

the utilization of a simulated series of memory references.

The overall objective of the project is for students to practice

(1) virtual memory management, (2) address translation, (3) page

table design, and (4) page replacement algorithms. This project

further designs three sub-projects based on a simulated series of

memory references.

3.1 Part I: Translation via Page Table
Students implement address translation based on a given one-level

page table. They are further provided with basic machine details,

such as the page/frame size, the address space of virtual memory,

and the size of physical memory. Students write a program that

accepts a lename as its only argument. This input le consists

of a sequence of 8-byte unsigned long values that simulates a

sequence of memory accesses, where each value represents a virtual

address. For each virtual address, students must refer to a given

page table to translate it into a corresponding physical address. The

mapping (or page table) between virtual page numbers and physical

page numbers is provided by a directed graph, which students are

required to translate into a simple array prior to address translation.

For simplicity, the given sequence of memory accesses does not

include any page faults, where all corresponding addresses are in

the range of the given page table. To verify the correctness of their

implementation, students should write the sequence of translated

physical addresses into an output le in a format similar to the

input le. Students can obtain the md5sum of this output le [4] and
submit the checksum. For a given sequence of memory accesses and

a given page table, correct implementations of address translation

should always produce the correct and unique checksum.

3.2 Part II: Page Table and Physical Memory
Management

Students implement the design of the page table and will manage

physical memory. The details of the hardware are provided to the

students, such as the page/frame size, the address space of virtual

memory and the size of physical memory. From the size of physical

memory and the size of a frame, students may compute the total

number of physical pages. The dierence for the second part is that

the page table is not provided. Students must design the page table

and manage the physical memory by themselves. To better mimic

a real system, it is assumed that the rst few pages are reserved for

use by the OS, but other pages are initially freed. For simplicity, we

assume there is only one application inside the system.

Students are provided with an input le to simulate the mem-

ory accesses of the given application. In this part, these memory

accesses can cause page faults. For each logical address, students

are required to check whether the corresponding physical frame

is marked as valid in the page table. If yes, then the student is re-

quired to perform the address translation, as in Part I. Otherwise,

they must choose a physical frame and update the mapping in the

existing page table. Physical frames are assumed to be allocated in

sequential order. When there are no available physical frames, stu-

dents implement the Least-Recently Used (LRU) page replacement

policy to evict the LRU frame from the page table, and then reset

the page table afterwards. There is no need to swap the page to disk,

which is assumed to have been taken care of automatically. Once a

frame is selected for replacement, the student must: (1) invalidate

the page table entry that is mapped to the current physical frame,

and (2) remap the page table entry of the new logical address to the

current frame number. The reverse mapping mechanism is intro-

duced in order to identify the corresponding virtual page mapped

to the selected physical frame. Upon each reference, the order of

accesses for the corresponding physical frames must be updated

in order to preserve the LRU policy. Lastly, the students write the

sequence of translated physical addresses into an output le and

print the total number of page faults that occurred.



To successfully complete this assignment, students must fully

understand and integrate dierent concepts of virtual memory

management, including the management of physical pages, LRU

page replacement, page-to-frame mapping performed by the OS,

and page table management, in addition to the address translation

that was exercised in Part I. Part II also helps students understand

the details of a physical page table entry, such as the valid bit, and

the concept of reverse mapping. With this knowledge, they must

simulate the entire process beginning with a memory reference.

3.3 Part III: General Page Table Design
Part III extends the page table for arbitrary system parameters. The

student’s main program should now accept three additional pa-

rameters, which specify a hypothetical machine’s page/frame size,

virtual memory size, and physical memory size; other conditions

remain the same. Students are again required to output the trans-

lated physical addresses for the same sequence of memory accesses,

as in Part II. This component prompts students to rethink page

table design in an abstract situation. Accordingly, students must

determine what should be changed to accommodate an arbitrary

environment. This part helps students revisit their implementation

from the second part in a generalized context, which requires a

better understanding of page table design.

4 EVALUATION DESIGN
This section describes the evaluation for this project.

4.1 Sample
This project was implemented in the OS course in the Spring 2017

semester at University of Texas at San Antonio, a large research

university in South Texas. There were two sections of this course,

taught by the 5
th

and 6
th

authors of this paper. There were 64

students in Section 1, and 32 students in Section 2. Of these 96

combined students, 5 were deemed ineligible to include due to not

completing the midterm exam, which serves as a test instrument,

and were thus eliminated from the sample. For comparison, data

from a previous oering of this course in Spring 2016 were included.

This section was taught by the 4
th

author of this paper, and did not

include the project, but the same course materials were used for

teaching. There were 22 students in this section (Section 0), where

no project was assigned.

4.2 Data Sources
4.2.1 Exam estions. For comparison, we used three identical

questions across all sections.

• Question 1 asked students to translate virtual addresses into

physical addresses, and show how page tables are stored in

memory. Students were provided basic machine parameters

such as virtual and physical address spaces, as well as the

page/frame size. Students must demonstrate the ability to

calculate the number of bits used for each component of

both virtual and physical addresses. They must also know

how to compute the number of bytes needed for a page table

entry, calculate the number of pages required by the entire

virtual address space, and produce how many bytes would

be needed for the page table of a process on this machine.

• Question 2 tests the students’ ability to both perform mem-

ory address translation, as well as compute eective access

times when given TLB, memory, and disk access times. The

students are again provided with basic machine information,

such as the page/frame size and virtual/physical address

space sizes. Additionally, they are provided with an initial

page table and TLB entries. Students must translate four

logical addresses into physical addresses, and estimate the

access time required by the machine to do so.

• Question 3 tests the students’ knowledge of dierent page

replacement algorithms. The question is framed by provid-

ing a theoretical maximum number of pages (3 pages) per

process. They are then given a sequence of page references

from which they must tabulate, by hand, the specic pages

currently held in memory after each page reference. After-

ward, they must answer with the total number of page faults

that occurred for each of the page replacement algorithms

in question: FIFO, LRU, and Optimal.

Questions were graded consistently across exams as there was

only one correct response for sub-questions in each question. For

the sections in which the project was used, this evaluation only

includes exam question scores from those students who also com-

pleted the project.

4.2.2 Project Results. Student outcomes were also measured

through the scores that students received on their projects and

completion rates on individual parts of the project. Students were

also surveyed on howmuch time they spent working on the project.

4.2.3 Surveys. Surveys asked students to rate the value of the

project, using a 5-point Likert scale, as it related to the topics of

address translation, nding the page index inside a virtual address,

the concept of frame numbers, physical memory management, LRU,

and page oset inside a virtual address. Surveys were used to evalu-

ate students’ perception of the project’s value as it related to these

memory management concepts. The survey also contained open-

ended questions asking students to report what they found to be

the most dicult part of the project, and why.

5 EVALUATION RESULTS
This section presents the results organized by each evaluation ques-

tion. A student’s data were only included for analysis if s/he had

both turned in the project and completed the midterm exam.

5.1 Project Results
Recall the project includes three parts where Part I and Part II are

compulsory, and Part III was optional. Table 1 presents the statistics

of students’ scores for these dierent parts of the project. In total,

81 out of 91 students submitted the project and took the exam.

The outcomes show that 89% of students were able to complete

Part I while about 74% nished Part II across both sections. In terms

of scores, there was a very high average score in Part I (around

95.8%), but only around 79% in Part II and Part III. A median score

of 100% for Part I indicates that most students were successful in

address translation with a one-level page table. The median score

of 87.5% on Part II was lower than Part I, but it still showed that

students were moderately successful in managing a page table and



Section Submitted Mean Stdev Median

Part I

Section 1 89% 97.7% 9.5% 100.0%

Section 2 89% 91.6% 13.6% 100.0%

Combined 89% 95.8% 11.2% 100.0%

Part II

Section 1 77% 81.1% 21.0% 90.0%

Section 2 67% 73.8% 22.3% 87.5%

Combined 74% 79.0% 21.5% 87.5%

Part III

Section 1 17% 79.1% 8.3% 80.0%

Section 2 15% 77.5% 5.0% 80.0%

Combined 16% 78.7% 7.4% 80.0%

Parts I & II

Section 1 89% 77.0% 25.6% 89.2%

Section 2 89% 67.9% 26.8% 70.0%

Combined 89% 74.2% 26.2% 88.3%

Parts I, II, & III (extra credit)

Section 1 17% 110.6% 2.2% 111.7%

Section 2 15% 106.7% 3.9% 108.3%

Combined 16% 109.6% 3.0% 110.0%

Table 1: Project results by section and project (both by parts
and overall).

Part I Part II Part III Total

LOC 76.7 220.0 146.7 297.5

Time (h) 5.3 7.4 4.0 16.8

Table 2: Average lines of code for implementation, and av-
erage time spent on the project (for each part, and in total).

physical memory. Note, that grades of zero given to students who

did not complete a given project component were not factored

into the respective scoring statistics for that part. Furthermore,

“completion” is dened as simply having submitted some work

product in an attempt to fulll a given part, without regard to its

actual completeness or correctness.

Due to the fact that Part III is provided as extra credit, only 15

students actually submitted this part. The mean score for both sec-

tions was 78.7%, which shows that students had average success

with address translation on a more general page table design. Note,

the percentages given for “Parts I, II, & III” in Table 1 reect val-

ues only for the small subset of students who attempted all three

project components. Because this group consists of only 15 students

combined, we see signicantly higher mean scores than those listed

for the other components. The distribution of students’ scores is

shown further in Figure 1. In total, 64% of students received a score

higher than 40 points (or 67%), which also reects the diculty of

the project.

5.2 Implementation Workload
We wrote a script to obtain the lines-of-code for each part. Note

that the total is not the strict sum as these three parts share a large

portion of their implementation. A survey was administered to

obtain the number of hours spent working on each part.

The results are shown in Table 2. Basically, the average LOC for

this project was only 297.5, and the average number of hours spent

Project Score
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Figure 1: Distribution of student project scores, where the
reference line shows maximum combined score for Part I
and Part II; Part III is oered as a bonus worth 10 points.

working on this project was only 16.8. As described in Section 1,

excluding ve outliers, the average hours spent is only 10.8 hours.

This indicates that the complexity of this project is totally accept-

able, considering the importance of topics covered in an OS course.

Also, there is space to extend this project to cover more concepts,

if needed, particularly if assigned over a two-week time period.

By manually reviewing the results of 75 surveys, the most com-

monly reported problems encountered by students were regarding

unclear instructions and lack of adequate understanding with re-

spect to the LRU algorithm. As expected, Part II of the project was

overwhelmingly cited by students when asked, "What were the

most dicult parts of the project, and why?" (with 26 respondents).

Specically, understanding and implementing the LRU algorithm

was the most common feedback received (with 10 respondents).

Overall, comments that occurred regularly throughout the survey

responses were: diculty in visualizing the concepts; the function

and implementation of the LRU algorithm; no means to indepen-

dently verify correctness of output; understanding what was ex-

pected; uneven distribution of work; and too much eort required

to complete Part II.

5.3 Exam Results
Table 2 shows the breakdown of scores across both sections, as well

as the comparison section (Section 0). Students who did the project

(Sections 1 and 2) scored a combined mean of 74% on Question

1, 82.5% on Question 2, and 90.8% on Question 3, which were the

exam questions related to memory management. The range of

the combined median scores, from 80% to 95% across all three

questions, show that most students demonstrated an above average

comprehension of memory management. As a comparison, Sections

1 and 2 performed better on the exam questions related to memory

management than students in Section 0, who were not assigned

the project. An independent samples t-test showed that there was

a signicant dierence in scores between Section 0 (M = 2.08,

SD = 0.64) and Sections 1 and 2 combined (M = 2.47, SD = 0.45);

t (101) = −3.335, p = 0.001.



The mean exam scores for Section 0 were about 15% lower than

the combined mean scores of Section 1 and Section 2 for Question

1 on virtual and physical address translation, and about 19% lower

than Section 1 and Section 2 on Question 2 on calculating access

time. For Question 1, the median score for Section 0 was about 25%

lower than Section 1 and Section 2, which infers that more students

were successful in translating virtual and physical addresses on the

exam. For Question 2, though Section 0’s median score of 80% was

reasonably good, the median score for Section 0 was 10% lower than

Section 1 and 2’s median score on calculating access time. There

were negligible dierences between Section 0 and the other two

sections for Question 3, which covered dierent page replacement

algorithms. This result may imply that students do not have much

trouble understanding dierent page replacement algorithms.

Question 1

n Mean Stdev Median

no project

Section 0 22 57.3% 22.7% 55.0%

with project

Section 1 56 72.5% 26.4% 80.0%

Section 2 25 78.2% 19.6% 85.0%

Combined 81 74.0% 24.6% 80.0%

Question 2

n Mean Stdev Median

no project

Section 0 22 61.4% 38.6% 80.0%

with project

Section 1 56 82.4% 16.9% 87.5%

Section 2 25 82.8% 21.7% 90.0%

Combined 81 82.5% 18.4% 90.0%

Question 3

n Mean Stdev Median

no project

Section 0 22 89.1% 18.5% 100.0%

with project

Section 1 56 91.6% 13.7% 100.0%

Section 2 25 89.0% 13.3% 95.0%

Combined 81 90.8% 13.6% 95.0%

Table 3: Statistics of examination scores, grouped by project
participation status, for each question.

5.4 Perception of Project Value
Seventy-ve students, across Sections 1 and 2, responded to the

surveys. The survey results, shown in Figure 2, indicate that most

students found the project valuable to learning ve core memory

management concepts. On a scale of 1 (Not valuable at all) to 5

(Extremely Valuable), most students across Sections 1 and 2 found

the project to be valuable. Sixty-one percent (61%) of students rated

the project experience as 4 or 5 (very to extremely valuable) with

respect to understanding address translation, nding the page index

inside a virtual address, and the frame number concept. Fifty-three

percent (53%) of students rated the project experience as 4 or 5

(very to extremely valuable) with respect to physical memory man-

agement and the LRU algorithm.

Perceived Value

54321

address translation overall?

page index inside a virtual 
address?

the frame number concept?

physical memory 
management?
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page offset inside a virtual 
address?

How valuable is the project for understanding ...
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Figure 2: Valuability results on dierent concepts.

Although most students reported perceiving the project as valu-

able, they still noted some challenges with it, as well as specic

memory management concepts. From the open-ended questions

on what students found most dicult in the project, the most com-

monly reported problems included: unclear instructions and under-

standing what was expected from them; diculty in visualizing the

concepts; lack of adequate understanding with respect to the LRU

algorithm; no means to verify correctness of output, since the an-

swers were not given to students beforehand; uneven distribution

of workload between the two required parts; and too much eort

required to complete Part II.

6 DISCUSSION
The results showed that this project was benecial for students

in learning about memory management, particularly relating to

activities involving address translation and calculating access times.

Most students were able to complete the project and received high

scores. They also scored higher on exam questions related to mem-

ory management as compared to a previous semester, which did

not include this project. The only area this project did not nec-

essarily improve upon, when compared to the previous semester,

was that of applying dierent page replacement algorithms, which

students appear to have little problem understanding. Student feed-

back was overwhelming positive in that students found it valuable

to learning core memory management concepts. Further, the re-

ported time spent working on the project showed that students

spent an appropriate amount of time given the nature of this course.

The complexity, as inferred from the grades and time spent on the

project, was manageable for the students.



6.1 Potential Project Improvements
The evaluation results, particularly those from student surveys,

have been used to improve the project design. One possible revision

is to make the overall project a group eort with the hope that

collaboration will lead to higher completion rates. Student surveys

indicated that Part II took too much eort to complete, which

indicates the possibility of dividing that part further. This revision

would also make the third part required, which would help students

have a more general understanding of page table design. Lastly,

this project can teach students the concepts of temporal and spatial

locality through utilizing (or constructing an approximation of)

real-world memory access patterns for use as project input rather

than the random sequences employed in these experiments.

Student surveys suggested that the teaching sta will need to cre-

ate more resources to help students learn more about the concepts

involved before asking to apply them in projects. Also, students

recommended more visual resources to help them visualize the

concepts. Students also suggested to incorporate inverted page ta-

bles, the use of a TLB, and implementing latency calculations for

each memory access. The current project could be easily extended

to incorporate these concepts. Students regularly expressed their

desire to verify the correctness of their programs. Thus, results for

a sample set of logical addresses will be provided in order to save

students time in verifying the correctness of their programs.

6.2 Novelty
This project diers from other attempts at designing learning envi-

ronments focusing on memory management. For example, Downey

et al. designed a project that allows students to gain experience

with paging and thrashing by observing the latency of memory

accesses [6]. Hess et al. designed a project for changing the exist-

ing SLOB allocator such that the allocator may serve the request

in either a best-t or worst-t fashion [7]. Laadan et al. designed

several projects toward understanding internal OS memory usage,

such as the working sets and modied sets of a process, as well as

the page uses of each memory region [9]. Singh designed a project

that also exercises some key concepts of memory management,

such as address translation, updating a two-level page table, and

physical memory allocations. However, this project requires the

modication of an existing kernel, which may not be easy to con-

trol in terms of complexity [13]. These projects presented memory

management concepts across several projects whereas our project

presented them within the same project to minimize complexity.

Memory management in the user space is not completely new.

Nieh and Vaill designed a user-space project for exercising the

Buddy algorithm [8]. Arpaci-Dusseau requested students to im-

plement a page fault handler and page replacement policy using

LibOS, a library interface to OS services [2]. Null et al. designed

their interactive tool based on a randomly generated address ref-

erence string [11] by showing students graphical representations

of memory activities within the memory system. Thain designed

a project that also exercises virtual memory concepts inside the

user space [14], which is similar to this project’s idea, but their

project mainly focused on page replacement policies with page

table management functions supplied. Therefore, their project does

not provide students with a complete view of how dierent con-

cepts interact with each other. Further, our project requires students

to exercise dierent memory management concepts by themselves.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel project design for an undergraduate

Operating Systems course, which focuses on practicing core mem-

ory management concepts within the user space. Evaluation results

show that this project greatly helps students to understand dierent

concepts related to memory management, with reasonable com-

plexity and eort. The project is now being revised and improved

in response to the evaluation results, and will be implemented in

subsequent oerings of the OS course. Finally, we have made the

project available online at https://github.com/UTSASRG/USMM/.
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